Giant Light-Emission Enhancement in Lead Halide Perovskites by Surface Oxygen Passivation
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ABSTRACT: Surface condition plays an important role in the optical performance of semiconductor materials. As new types of semiconductors, the emerging metal-halide perovskites are promising for next-generation optoelectronic devices. We discover significantly improved light-emission efficiencies in lead halide perovskites due to surface oxygen passivation. The enhancement manifests close to 3 orders of magnitude as the perovskite dimensions decrease to the nanoscale, improving external quantum efficiencies from <0.02% to over 12%. Along with about a 4-fold increase in spontaneous carrier recombination lifetimes, we show that oxygen exposure enhances light emission by reducing the nonradiative recombination channel. Supported by X-ray surface characterization and theoretical modeling, we propose that excess lead atoms on the perovskite surface create deep-level trap states that can be passivated by oxygen adsorption.
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The demand for high-efficiency energy conversion in solar energy harvesting and light-emitting devices has driven materials exploration and engineering with better functionality and performance.1–5 Recently, metal-halide perovskites, crystalline materials with the typical form ABX3, have emerged as a key building component for boosting current photovoltaic technologies.6–8 The direct bandgap structures with tunable emission wavelengths also make metal-halide perovskites a good candidate for lasers and various light-emitting applications.6–9 Compared with the organic counterparts, inorganic metal-halide perovskites have shown improved stability in moisture and heat with promising optical and electrical properties.9,10 Such lead halide perovskites at the nanoscale provide a versatile platform for studying the dynamics of intrinsic material properties and for building spatially well confined light sources.11–14 Despite the success of colloidal nanocrystals in achieving high quantum yields with surfactants,11 solid-state halide perovskites without surface ligand engineering still have relatively low quantum efficiencies hindering their performance in photovoltaics and optoelectronic devices.15–17 Besides, the light-emission quantum efficiency has barely been reported definitively for the intrinsic state of solid-state perovskites.18,19 Various chemical and physical approaches have been developed in order to improve the efficiency and performance of halide perovskites.14,20–22 For example, postchemical treatment with pyridine activates originally dark grains in the perovskites by defect passivation at grain boundaries.20 Heat induced phase transition in halide perovskites also helps reconfigure the crystal structure for higher emission efficiency.14 Light soaking triggered lattice expansion in hybrid perovskite thin film solar cells leads to increased power conversion efficiency.21 These efforts have brought attention to the importance of surface and lattice conditions that have long been generally investigated in semiconductor materials.23,24 However, these approaches either lead to very limited improvement or involve significant changes in lattice structure, morphology, and emission properties, which may not be favorable in practical applications. The underlying mechanisms for enhancing efficiency also remain important open questions.

Here, we significantly improved the quantum efficiency in lead halide perovskites by oxygen gas exposure,25 achieving close to 3 order-of-magnitude efficiency enhancement and about a 4-fold increase in the spontaneous carrier recombination lifetime as the dimension of perovskites shrank to the nanoscale. The morphology and size of halide perovskites were well controlled by further developed chemical vapor transport (CVT) growth method. Their intrinsic optical properties and response to gases were studied in-situ by controlled gas
environment. Their emission quantum efficiency was further enhanced by reducing the perovskite diameter, rendering a linear dependence of enhancement factor on the surface-to-volume ratio. With theoretical modeling, we propose that lead-rich surface defects create trap states in the deep level, which dramatically quenches light emission. By passivating surface defects with oxygen adsorption, these trap states could be removed and therefore nonradiative recombination rate is greatly attenuated. This approach to enhance light emission was also generalized to halide perovskites of other compositions and dimensionalities prepared by different growth methods.

To probe the surface effect directly by noninvasive optical method, cesium lead halide perovskite single-crystalline nanowires were prepared by CVT epitaxial growth on mica substrates (see Methods for more details). The developed growth procedure allowed precise control of perovskite morphology and size by optimizing the substrate location, growth temperature, and growth time. Figure 1a shows the optical dark-field images of the cesium lead bromide (CsPbBr$_3$) nanowire ensemble horizontally aligned on the mica substrates with wide size coverages from less than 200 nm to around 1 μm to a few microns. The crystal structure of the nanowires was determined by selected area electron diffraction (SAED) in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) (Figure 1b,c). The SAED pattern confirms that the CVT grown nanowires are single-crystalline and can be indexed as the orthorhombic phase of CsPbBr$_3$. Single-crystalline phase is critical because it is resistant to interface and boundary defects as it appeared in polycrystalline and amorphous materials. The cross sections of individual CsPbBr$_3$ nanowires are in a triangular shape with the height $H$ half of the width $W$, determined by correlated scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Figure 1d−f). The height, $H$, was identified as the critical size in the following studies.

The optical properties and the dynamic response to a controlled gas environment were characterized in an in situ microscopic photoluminescence setup (Figure 2a, see Methods for more details). The material properties of as-made CsPbBr$_3$ nanowires were preserved by transferring fresh samples from the growth chamber into an Ar-gas-filled cell in a glovebox without exposing to external atmosphere prior to the measurement. Photoluminescence imaging of one nanowire shows highly contrasted green light emission before and after O$_2$ gas exposure (Figure 2b). Quantitative measurement by the corresponding photoluminescence spectra (Figure 2c) confirms a 197-fold enhancement in the emission efficiency from the original external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 0.06% to about 12.1% (see Methods for EQE measurement).

A systematic study was carried out for a collection of perovskites with size varying from about 30 nm to a few microns (Figure S1). The light-emission efficiency enhancement factor was found to be proportional to the surface-to-volume ratio, 1/$H$ (Figure 2d). Compared with a change of less than 30-fold in bulk perovskites of a few micron size, close
to an 800-fold emission efficiency enhancement was obtained for much smaller perovskites down to about 30 nm (Table S1), indicating the significant impact of the surface condition on the nanoscale perovskites. Lead halide perovskites at such a scale improved from extremely low intrinsic emission efficiencies of <0.02% to level with micron-scale perovskites at 12.4% after O2 exposure. Besides well-preserved morphology, such O2 exposure process had negligible impact on the emission features of the perovskites with minor peak emission redshift and small bandwidth reduction (Figure S2). The size-dependent peak emission wavelengths for the perovskites before and after the O2 exposure show small but consistent redshifts (Figure 2e). Compared with the almost zero wavelength shift for micron-scale perovskites, a bigger redshift of about 5 nm occurred for nanoscale perovskites as the surface effect became dominant (Figure S3). The interaction of O2 gas molecules with the perovskite surface may introduce distortion to the lattice structure and slightly close the bandgap by the presence of Urbach tails.28

In order to further identify the O2 effect on the carrier recombination pathways, the carrier dynamics in halide perovskites was studied by in situ photoluminescence spontaneous recombination lifetime imaging (see Methods for more details). Figure 3a shows that the lifetime in a single CsPbBr3 nanowire (i) gradually increases under O2 exposure (ii–vi), consistent with the emission efficiency measurement. Quantitative fitting to spontaneous emission decay curves in the time domain identified a lifetime increase from 390 ps to 1.55 ns, resulting in about a 4-fold improvement (Figure 3b). Relatively uniform lifetime improvement was achieved on the nanowire by mapping out representative locations along the wire growth direction (Figure 3c). This behavior was observed
in nearly all measurements on perovskites with different sizes (Figure S4). Further analysis indicates that the surface passivation by O2 exposure improves the emission quantum efficiency and carrier recombination lifetime by effectively reducing the nonradiative recombination channel (see Supporting Information Section 1 for detailed analysis on the recombination channels).

Deeper insights into the microscopic mechanism of O2 passivation were gained after ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) measurements were carried out to probe the surface structure of CsPbBr3 (see Methods for more details). The XPS results suggest the existence of a Pb-rich condition on the surface of the as-made perovskites, which can be passivated by oxygen adsorption onto the Pb-rich surface defects (see Supporting Information Section 2 for detailed analysis on the XPS results).

To understand the role of surface defects on the spontaneous emission efficiency, we modeled the perovskite surface with two types of defect representing a stoichiometric excess of lead atoms on the surface (Figure 4a,b, see Supporting Information Section 3 for calculation details). For both types, a deep impurity level in the middle of the band gap was observed as a result of dangling bonds on the excess lead atoms (Figure 4c). Deep levels in the gap act as carrier traps, providing a pathway for undesired nonradiative recombination channels that lowers the quantum yields and reduces carrier lifetimes. After an oxygen molecule was introduced and adsorbed to the excess lead atoms on the surface, the deep levels were removed from the gap by saturating the dangling bonds (Figure 4c). These calculations illustrate a general mechanism where surface defects with excess lead are passivated by oxygen adsorption, removing trap states within the gap that lower the quantum efficiencies, consistent with experimental findings.

To quantify the time scale of emission enhancement by O2 adsorption, time-dependent photoluminescence spectra and carrier recombination lifetime were captured for the dynamic process of individual CsPbBr3 nanowires in O2 gas (Figure S5). Integrated light-emission intensity dramatically increased within a few hundred seconds together with the recombination lifetime improvement. The dynamic process of strong light-emission enhancement could also be visualized by the in situ photoluminescence imaging at different time points, providing a spatially resolved evolution of light emission at the single nanostructure level (Figure S6). Such a fast optical response of perovskites to the O2 gas facilitates practical applications and could be further controlled by different volumetric ratios of O2 mixed with Ar gas (Figure S7). Higher O2 concentration accelerated the increasing rate of integrated emission intensity that finally converged to similar levels. By switching to pure Ar gas, the enhanced photoluminescence could be mostly reversed by removing adsorbed oxygen, realizing light-emission control in perovskites (Figure S8). This reversible phenomenon-
on agrees well with the observation by AP-XPS (see Supporting Information Section 2).

Light-emission quantum efficiency improvement in solid-state perovskites by O2 passivation was universally observed and generalized to different dimensionalities, material compositions, and sample preparation methods. Weak emission from the CVT grown CsPbBr3 2D nanoplate was enhanced after being exposed to O2 gas (see Methods for growth details and Figure S9). Strong light-emission enhancement was also observed in perovskites with other halides including CsPbCl3 and CsPbI3 (see Methods for growth details, and Figures S10 and S11). In addition to CVT grown perovskites, lead halide perovskites prepared by the low-temperature solution process exhibited the same trend with enhanced emission intensity after O2 passivation (see Methods for growth details and Figure S12). These demonstrations further highlight the importance of surface condition on the optical performance of lead halide perovskites, paving the way for mitigating surface imperfections in semiconductors.

In summary, giant light emission enhancement and lifetime elongation have been discovered in solid-state lead halide perovskites due to surface oxygen passivation. We find light emission quantum efficiencies enhanced by close to 3 orders of magnitude. The effect is dominated by surface to volume ratio and thus significant improvements are observed for nanoscale dimensions. The mechanism of such emission efficiency enhancement is not limited by dimensionalities, material compositions, and growth methods. Compared with emission efficiency improvement in colloidal quantum dots,29 this study has focused on larger-scale nanomaterials without any surface ligand engineering. The initial EQE before oxygen passivation is relatively low compared with the original quantum efficiency of colloidal quantum dots. Besides, the defect sits in the deep level whereas most colloidal quantum dots have shallow electron traps.29,30 By clarifying the general mechanism in solid-state halide perovskites, this study provides a guideline for achieving high-efficiency integrated optoelectronic devices.

### METHODS

**Growth of CsPbX3.** The CsPbX3 (X = Br−, Cl−, I−) perovskite nanowires were grown by the chemical vapor transport (CVT) method in a tube furnace (Thermolyne 79300). An alumina boat loaded with mixing precursors CsX (99.999% trace metals basis, Aldrich) and PbX2 (99%, Aldrich) in a 1:1 molar ratio powder was placed at the heating center of a 1 in. diameter quartz tube. The freshly cleaved muscovite mica substrates (Grade V2, Ted Pella, Inc.) with (001) face exposed were placed in the downstream region of the tube. High purity N2 (99.998%) as the carrying gas with a 200 sccm flow rate was used to purge the whole tube system in order to eliminate oxygen and moisture in the tube before sample growth. In the growing process, the center temperature was set to ramp from room temperature to 550 °C with a heating rate of 50 °C/min (heating time ∼10 min) and then was maintained at 550 °C for 5 to 10 min before cooling down to room temperature naturally. During the entire growth process, N2 flow rate was set and stabilized at 100 sccm. After the growth was completed, the sample was taken out under N2 protection and immediately transferred into the glovebox to eliminate exposure to air. The sample was placed inside an inert-gas filled cell in the inert atmosphere of the glovebox prior to the optical characterization. The size of the nanostructures was controlled by placing the mica substrate at different distances from the tube center. The growth parameter dependence on the specific distance and corresponding temperature is shown in Table S2. The CsPbBr3 perovskite plates were also grown in the CVT tube furnace using the same growth conditions as the nanowire growth.
except for the substrate position and growth time. The mica substrate should be placed at 16–18 cm (corresponding temperature: 410–460 °C) away from the tube center in order to get the 2D morphology. The furnace was maintained at 550 °C for 2 min.

The synthesis of CsPbBr₃ nanowires by low-temperature solution process was as follows. 460 mg PbI₂ (99.999%) was dissolved in 1 mL of anhydrous dimethylformamide (DMF) and stirred at 70 °C overnight before further use. The PbI₂ solution was spun onto a PEDOT:PSS-coated glass substrates at 1000–3000 rpm for 120 s, then annealed at 100 °C for 15 min. The PbI₂ film was carefully submerged into a glass vial with 8 mg/mL CsBr (99.999%) solution in methanol (anhydrous, 99.8%), with the PbI₂ side facing up. The capped reaction vial was heated at 50 °C for 12 h. After cooling, the substrate was removed from the solution and washed twice in anhydrous isopropanol (each time for 30 s). The sample was then dried by heating to 50 °C for 5 min.

**Structure Characterization of CsPbX₃.** The morphology of CsPbX₃ was characterized using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL JSM-6340F). To acquire SEM images of nanowires on mica, the substrates were sputter-coated with 5 nm gold using a Denton Vacuum Desk IV sputtering system. The thicknesses were measured by AAFM (MFP-3D Asylum Research, Oxford Instruments) equipped with an acoustic isolation chamber (AEK 2002) in noncontact mode at room temperature and inert atmosphere. Characterization of the lead halide perovskites by electron diffraction and TEM were conducted using an FEI Titan TEM operating at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV.

**In Situ Microscopic Photoluminescence Measurement.** The in situ microscopic photoluminescence characterization was carried out in a photoluminescence microscope system equipped with an in situ optical chamber (Instec, Inc., Figure S13). An excitation continuous-wave solid state laser at 375 nm (Coherent OBIS 375LX) was focused obliquely onto the perovskite sample in the chamber with a controlled power density (4.6 W/cm²) by neutral density filters and a focused spot size. A laser filter (bandpass, 375 nm/6 nm) was used to clear the laser residual emission. A mechanical shutter was used to minimize the laser exposure to the sample. The photoluminescence from the perovskites was collected using a microscope objective (50×, numerical aperture = 0.55) before sending to the grating-based spectrograph (Princeton Instruments, SP-2300i) through an optical fiber for spectrum analysis. A long-pass emission filter at 390 nm was used to filter out laser signal. The spectrograph was equipped with a diffraction grating of 150 lines/mm (blaze wavelength at 300 nm) and coupled with a CCD detector with optimized detection efficiency by liquid nitrogen cooling to −120 °C. The acquisition time was controlled to be 0.1 s. The optical chamber was purged with O₂ or Ar gas (purity 99.995%, Praxair) using different valve-controlled tubes at a calibrated rate of 900 sccm. The spectra were taken every 30 s at the first 5 min and every 1 min afterward. The optical image was taken by a CCD camera (Zeiss AxioCam MRC 5).

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the perovskites was determined in the same system by comparing the emission to the absorption by the perovskites. The numerical aperture of the objective and absorption cross section of the perovskites were taken into account. The laser excitation was measured by illuminating the laser onto a reflective flat BaSO₄ coating. This measurement of EQE was also confirmed by EQE measurement in a photoluminescence system coupled with an integration sphere. The excitation at 375 nm was focused onto the sample with the spectra taken by the grating-based spectrograph. The ratio between the emission and the absorption by the perovskite sample determines the EQE. 31

**In Situ Photoluminescence Lifetime Imaging.** The carrier recombination lifetime distribution of the perovskites at different gas environment were measured by a time-resolved photoluminescence microscopic imaging system coupled with an environmental chamber. A Ti:sapphire laser system (Spectra-Physics Mai Tai) with a pulse width of less than 100 fs and a repetition rate of 80 MHz was used to excite the samples through a 50× objective with 0.6 numerical aperture at an excitation wavelength of 405 nm (second-harmonic laser wavelength). The illuminating power was controlled by the neutral density filter. The photoluminescence signal was collected by the same objective and filtered by a long-pass filter (488 nm) and a bandpass filter (530 nm/30 nm) before entering a controllable pinhole with a diameter of 50 µm in front of a Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube. The environmental chamber was purged with O₂ or Ar gas (99.995%, Praxair) using different valve-controlled tubes at a calibrated rate of 900 sccm. The lifetime images were taken every 30 s with a 25 s acquisition time.

**In Situ X-ray Photoelectron Emission Spectroscopy Measurement.** Ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) was performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory Advanced Light Source (ALS) Beamline 9.3.2. A VG-Scienta R4000 HiPP analyzer was used. Samples were prepared on silicon substrates, and XPS spectra were collected using an incident X-ray energy of 630 eV. The atmosphere was controlled at UHV (∼10⁻⁹ Torr) by introducing Ar or O₂ gases into the chamber through different molecular leak valves. The binding energy for XPS spectra was calibrated with reference to the adventitious C 1s at 284.6 eV. A Shirley background was subtracted prior to analyzing the XPS spectra.
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